Installation Profile

Cloverbar Lodge - Sherwood Park, AB
Clover Bar Lodge located in Sherwood Park is a new build
seniors’ facility. It includes a new 4-story, 144-unit lodge with
plenty of amenity spaces, such as, activity rooms, multipurpose
rooms, hair salon, laundry rooms, coffee bistro, hair salon,
commercial kitchen, therapeutic tub room and dining rooms
on each floor.

Products Used
• A-800D Series Digital Mixer Amplifier
• WTU-M9800 Wireless Tuner Module

• F-122CU2 Wide-Dispersion Ceiling Speaker
• FB-3862CU Ceiling Subwoofer

Purpose
The Cloverbar Lodge required an upgrade of the audio system in the event space to
improve the ability of deliver presentations. The also needed to install better equipment
for their multimedia audio in their event room.

Challenge
Luckily the challenges were very minor and easily resolved with work of TOA and the installation team.

Solution
The solution included digital mixer amplifier, A-824D, providing flexible options for the system. They
added a wireless tuner to connect to their wireless microphone and replaced the speakers with TOA’s
F-122CU ceiling speakers and for low frequency enhancement they choice the FB-3862CU ceiling
woofer for more bass.

Feedback
The new sound system worked perfectly and the improvement was very noticeable. The staff and
customer were very happy.

About TOA Canada Corporation
TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan over 80 years ago. TOA operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with manufacturing
facilities found in nearly every major market area. These facilities have a reputation for precision design and fabrication, resulting in a
proven track record of TOA product reliability.
TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete sound solutions provider,
specializing in commercial audio, including, public address, voice communications, voice evacuation and emergency paging requirements.
TOA Canada offers complete solutions for all corporate and commercial audio communications and intercom security requirements.
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